
Business Week begin 22 Feb – Proof Reading 

 

Learning Intention: 

• By the end of this lesson you will understand what is meant by the term 

proofreading and its importance when producing work using ICT.s 

 

Success Criteria: 

• You must be able identify types of errors to look for when proofreading 

• You should be able identify and correct errors within a document. 

• You could create your own proofreading task (including a solution) for 

other people to complete. 

 

Lesson Information 

The lesson contains information, then you will need to highlight any errors you 

find on the tasks using the highlighting tool, or by drawing on the document. 

 

Pupil Task:  

• Read each task carefully, it will help you find all the errors. 

• You will need to highlight any errors you find on the tasks using the highlighting 

tool, or by drawing on the document. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Types of Errors 

 

Spelling Mistakes 

• watch out for people/place names,  

• watch out for a spelling mistake that is a proper word eg cot instead of cat. 

 

Incorrect Spacing  

• 2 or more spaces in between words or after punctuation,  

• no spaces between words,  

• no spaces before or after a dash,  

• spaces before or after a hyphen,  

• inconsistent vertical spacing within a document eg one return after a 

paragraph instead of 2, 2 returns at the start of a display and 3 returns 

after. 

 

Missing Words  

It can be easy to miss out one word, or even a whole line/sentence when keying 

in. Always read what you have keyed in to make sure it makes sense. 

 

Extra Words  

Watch out for keying in the same word twice, make sure you haven’t added in 

any extra words to the text you’ve been given. 

 

Capitals  

Watch out for incorrect capitalisation, lower case letters that should be 

capitals and capitals that should be lower case. 

 

Punctuation  

• make sure each sentence ends with the correct punctuation,  

• watch out for apostrophes being keyed in at the wrong place,  

• make sure quotation marks and brackets are opened and closed. 

  



EXAMPLE 1 

 

Toto's hit song africa is set to “keep going for all eternity  thanks to a sound 

installation set up in the world's oldest dessert to play the track on loop 

 

Namibian-german artist Max Siedentopf is is behind the installation in the 

Namib dessert, which consists of six speakers attached toan MP3 featuring 

Africa, and Africa only. 

 

The multiplatinum-selling soft rock classic, released in 1982, has enjoyed 

something of a resurgence in the ditigal era, becoming one of the most-

streemed songs of 2017 with just under 18 million plays in the UK. 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE SOLUTION 

 

Toto's hit song africa is set to “keep going for all eternity  thanks to a sound 

installation set up in the world's oldest dessert to play the track on loop 

 

Namibian-german artist Max Siedentopf is is behind the installation in the 

Namib dessert, which consists of six speakers attached toan MP3 featuring 

Africa, and Africa only. 

 

The multiplatinum-selling soft rock classic, released in 1982, has enjoyed 

something of a resurgence in the ditigal era, becoming one of the most-

streemed songs of 2017 with just under 18 million plays in the UK. 
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Task 1 
 
Read the letterhead below and highlight any errors you spot. Underneath the 
passage make a note of what the error is. There are 6 errors. 
 

mailto:info@bea.co.uk


 

 

WELCOME TO BORDERS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 
 

Employers 

 

We supply temporary & permanent employees to local busineses 

We provide an advice line for assistance in finding recruits 

 

Jobseekers 

 

We have a large database of employeers  

We can help with training courses 

we can offer help with CV creation and interviewskills 

 
 
We find employers for local people and peeple for local employers 

 

 

Visit us onlin at www.bea.co.uk 

  

Task 2 
 
Read the notice below and highlight any errors you spot. Underneath the passage 
make a note of what the error is. There are 8 errors. 
 



 

 

THE BAIRNS VISITE THE ZOO 

 

 

Last week 11 children and 4 teechers boarded the bus and headed for a day at 
edinburgh Zoo.  

 

After a lovely drive we arrived at the zoo just after 10.30am and headed of to see the 
animals. The first attraction was the sealions who made a lot of noise and the 
general view was that they were cute. 

 

We then headed to the Education Centre and watched an entertaining film. 
Afterwards, the children were given the Opportunity to play with some of the baby 
farm animals.  

 

A picnic was followed by the world-famous Penguin Parade.All the children were 
thrilled to see these natural entertainers.  

 

Overall it was an excellent day and “the bairns headed home very tired but extremely 
happy with lots of stories for their families 

 

A big thank you to the staff of Edinburgh Zoo for making it a day to remeber for the 
Bathgate Bairns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task 3 
 
Read the article below and highlight any errors you spot. Underneath the passage 
make a note of what the error is. There are 10 errors. 
 



 
 

FAMILY FUN DAY 
 

Saturday 16th July 2020 
 
The management invites you and your family members to an annual “Family Fun 
Day” which will be held in in the popular Tentsmuir Forest. Tentsmuir is an open, 
mature pine Forest next to an extensive stretch of sandy beach in North East Fife. 
 
Food and transport will be provided. Coaches will leave the staff car park at 10 am 
and return at approximately 8 pm 
 
There is a children’s play area located close to the cor park and we are planning a 
full program of optional entertainment to keep all generations of the family 
entertained and amused throughout the day. Activities planned to date include: 
 
 
Children’s Sandcastle competition (3-9 years old)  
Children’s Sandcastle Competition (10 - 16 years old) 
Family Nature Trail Quiz (all ages) 
Family Beach Sports (volleyball, rounders, football etc) 
 
Please let Helen Carter know if youand your family members are able to attend for 
the purpose of booking transport, purchasing food and refreshments and planning 
activities.. 
  

Task 4 
 
Read the notice below and highlight any errors you spot. Underneath the passage 
make a note of what the error is. There are 11 errors. 
 



 

Kaleidoscope. 
 

 

Kaleidoscope is a brand of bedroom furniture designed for modern living that ofers 
design inspiration and solutions for the younger generation, ranging from birth to 
youngs adult. 

 

Kaleidoscope furniture is manufactured in the uk, using wood from sustainable 
forests, ensuring that your purchase will help to preserve the natural environment for 
your children to enjoy for many years to come 

 

Nursery Range 

 

The Kaleidescope Nursery range provides you with the opportunity too buy good 
quality furniture in a wide choice of finishes. All of which are sold at reasonable 
prices, which will ‘grow’ with your newborn into there toddler years. 

 

Early Years Range. 

 

Our Early Years range will excite even the most reluctant sleepers. Modular furniture 
in bright,glossy colours and cabin beds with built-in secret dens. 

 

Teenage Range 

 

The Kaleidoscope Teenage Range is versatile, hard -wearing and fashionable 
enough for the trendiest of young adults!  

 

Moveable modular furniture pieces ensure that you can fully design and equip your 
teen’s room for their specific needs. 

Decoration 

 

The Kaleidoscope furniture range is teemed with a range of bedding, storage, 
lighting and decoration to suit all all tastes and budgets. 

 

Task 5 
 
Read the information sheet below and highlight any errors you spot. Underneath 
the passage make a note of what the error is. There are 15 errors. 
 


